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Abstract approved:

During the operation of phase-change ink-jet printers a bubble formation

phenomenon often occurs. These bubbles are detrimental to the operation of

the printer and substantial efforts are made to remove them. The objective of

this research was 1: to develop a fundamental understanding of how bubble or

void formation occurs during the phase-change process, and, 2: to develop a

simple computer model to simulate this behavior which can then be used as a

tool for better design of print-head geometries.

Preliminary experimental work indicated the void formation to be a result

of the density change accompanying the phase-change process.

The commercial numerical code, Flow 3-D, was used to model the

phase-change process in print-head geometries and substantiate certain

simplifying assumptions. These assumptions included the effect of convection

on the process and the effect of the varying material properties.

For channel sizes less than 0.5 cm the phase-change process was found

to be a pure conduction process. Convection effects are thus negligible and

can be eliminated from the model. The variability of density, specific heat and
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thermal conductivity must be included in the model, as they affect the phase-

change process dramatically. Specific heat is the most influential of the

properties and determines, along with the conductivity, the rate at which the

phase change takes place. The density must be included since it is directly

linked to the void formation.
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Solid/Liquid Phase Change in Small Passageways:
A Numerical Model

INTRODUCTION

Phase-change materials are present in many aspects of science and

industry. They are often used to store and release energy in applications such

as paraffin-impregnated drywall, thermal management systems for space craft,

and domestic solar energy systems. One difficulty that arises from using a

phase-change material is the density change that occurs during the phase

change. One particular area of industry in which the density change is a critical

problem is ink-jet printing technology.

The phase-change ink-jet printing technology is based on the solid/liquid

phase change. The basic operation of a phase-change ink-jet printer is to take

a solid wax-like material and melt it into a liquid, which is contained in a

reservoir. The liquid is then distributed from the reservoir through a series of

channels to a firing chamber. The firing chamber consists of a driving

mechanism which forces liquid ink through a flow passageway, finally exiting

through an orifice towards the paper. The geometry of a typical phase-change

ink-jet is shown schematically in Figure 1. Upon reaching the paper the ink

droplet will bond to the paper and then solidify. By properly coordinating the

flight of the ink droplet the material can solidify almost instantly when reaching

the paper. Thus a droplet can have a bonding characteristic while retaining its

circular shape. This provides a sharper image than that created using a liquid
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ink that dries after hitting the paper. Often these liquids are partially absorbed

by the paper and will bleed away from the location where they were initially

placed.

Figure 1: Phase-Change Ink-Jet Schematic

The ink of the phase-change ink-jet printer will be melted and remelted

several times in normal operation of the printer. When the ink is being held in

the liquid state a large amount of energy is used in keeping it melted. When

the printer is not being used, such as at night, it is desirable to save this energy

and the ink is allowed to solidify within the passageways of the print-head.

Since the density of the solid is greater than that of the liquid, the ink shrinks

upon solidification. During this shrinkage, voids containing gases form in the
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ink. When the ink is melted these gaseous voids remain in the form of trapped

bubbles, which are very detrimental to the operation of the ink-jet printer.

Previous work has been done to understand the bubble phenomena in

the small channels of print-head geometries. The work of Tence (1992) was an

effort to discover the velocities necessary to remove a bubble from the channel

once it had established itself within the channel. This solution is effective but

sometimes costly with respect to the mass flow rate of ink necessary to achieve

these velocities. A second desirable solution was to investigate the

mechanisms behind the formation of the bubble. If the formation process were

more clearly understood then it may be possible to avoid bubble formation or to

reduce the quantity of bubbles formed.
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LITERATURE REVIEW

During the casting of metals voids are often formed by trapping,

nucleation and shrinkage mechanisms. The voids that form may be at either

the macroscopic level or the microscopic level. Macroscopic voids form when

air in a cavity is trapped by the casting process. Minaie (1992) showed that the

size of the void is usually based on the fill velocity for the cast. When the rate

of fill is slow the voids are fewer but larger. When the fill rate is greater, a

splattering effect causes the voids to be smaller in size but much more

numerous. At the microscopic level Singh and Trinkaus (1991) described the

process by which voids form through nucleation due to diffusion or dissociation

of gas atoms. This void formation process is responsible for very small defects

that are detected using an electron microscope. Thus, these voids are not of

concern to the current research.

One of the key issues regarding void formation was to determine exactly

what the voids contained. Four possible mechanisms of void formation exist.

These include homogeneous nucleation, heterogeneous nucleation,

segregation, and shrinkage (EI-Genk, 1991). These mechanisms behave

differently and are responsible for different types of voids.

Homogeneous nucleation is the process where gas nucleates in the fluid

without using any outside impurities. For homogeneous nucleation to begin the

concentration of gas in the liquid must be much higher than the saturation
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concentration. Heterogeneous nucleation is similar to homogeneous nucleation

except the nucleation site is on a foreign object such as a wall or an impurity.

The gas concentration for this type of nucleation can be as low as the

saturation concentration. Segregation is the process of gas moving out of

solution due to the different solubility limits of the phases. Finally, shrinkage

voids are caused by the difference in density of the solid and liquid phases.

There are two modes of shrinkage void formation. The first mode is

where the void forms between the solid and wall interface. This mode is

caused by weak adhesion of the solid to the wall and has a great influence on

the heat transfer of the system. The second mode occurs when the liquid wets

the wall poorly, causing the void to form at the liquid and wall interface. This

mode does not influence the heat transfer in a significant way.

EI-Genk (1991) found that in the solidification of Lithium, the controlling

void formation mechanism was shrinkage. The possibility of either nucleation

process occurring was shown to be unlikely. Normal segregation did occur and

bubbles were formed, however, the segregation voids accounted for

approximately 2 percent of the total void volume. The remaining void volume

was attributed to shrinkage.

The work of Alexiades (1989) again showed that shrinkage was the

major cause of void formation in phase change materials. It was also shown

that the voids, due to the low thermal conductivity, influenced the

solidification/melting process by acting as a barrier to heat transfer.
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Solomon and Wilson (1986) tracked the void growth and front movement

during a phase-change process with an explicit analytic solution. The variation

in the density of a material during phase change also causes motion in the

fluid. Marshall (1978) and Sheffield and Wen (1990) examined the role that

convection plays in the phase change process.
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PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTS

Several experiments were performed to understand how voids form in a

phase change material. A material similar to printer ink was cycled through

freezing and melting processes to determine if any correlation could be found

between the phase change and void formation. The effects of several different

variables were examined including rate of heating, direction of heating, and

solid void position and their influences on bubbles in the liquid. No obvious

correlation was found. The voids would form whether the material was heated

fast or slow, from the top or bottom. The location of a void in the solid did not

always correspond to a bubble forming in the liquid.

The initial investigation indicated that the phase change process was

very complex. As the material approached the melting temperature it

progressed through a mushy phase. This phase, although translucent like the

liquid material, was very viscous like the solid material. This presented a

favorable condition for void formation. If the voids were formed during

solidification they would then be trapped by the viscous material. Then, when

melting occurred, they were released when the liquid viscosity became low

enough that buoyancy effects overpowered viscous effects and the bubble

would rise to the top of the chamber.

A second conclusion of the initial investigation was that voids in the

material were unavoidable. They could not be controlled on a regular basis and
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it was difficult to determine the regions where the voids might form. The next

step was to investigate if the voids could be removed or controlled using the

phase change process. If the voids were formed from the parent material was

it possible to replace them into that material, i.e. a diffusion process? Could

the position of the voids be controlled by the process? If the progression of the

phase change front were controlled would this influence the final position of the

void? Was the last hot spot the place where voids would form?
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PROJECT OBJECTIVES AND APPROACH

The literature review and preliminary experimental work gave direction to

the project. It was determined that a fundamental understanding of the phase

change process of the material was necessary to fully understand the bubble

formation. The objectives then became:

1. to acquire a fundamental understanding and,

2. to develop a computer model, that would simplify the physics of the

problem, for use as a design tool.

It was desirable to examine the phase-change process in terms of the

effects of property changes, including shrinkage, and the effects of convection

in the liquid phase. The effect of shrinkage was important for establishing

criteria that could be used for bubble modeling. Property effects and

convection processes must be understood to characterize the heat transfer

taking place. The results of Jeffreys (1928) showed that, for a fluid between

two horizontal infinite plates, where the bottom plate was heated, convection

effects became important when the Rayleigh number was larger than 1108.

Since the Rayleigh number includes the third power of the length, it can be

hypothesized that, for a small channel, convection may be insignificant.

The conditions of this work differed in several ways from that of Jeffreys

(1928). The experimental channel was of square cross section and infinite

length. Rather than heating from the bottom, the channel was heated from the
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top, bottom, and sides. Finally, the channel contained a phase-change material

rather than a pure liquid. One goal was to establish the condition (i.e. Rayleigh

number) where convection effects start to play an important role. Below this

critical value, the phase change is a conduction phenomenon and the modeling

can be simplified. Above the critical value, where convection plays a role, the

phase change must be modeled to include motion in the fluid, which is a much

more difficult model to develop.

The difficulty in finding the critical geometric limit was that, since print-

head geometries are so small, an empirical relationship was very difficult to

establish from experimental measurements. The approach used was to

employ a complete fluid modeling software package and establish the critical

limit numerically. The software package utilized was Flow 3-D, a product of

Flow Science Inc. The approach was to get experimental results where

convection was playing an obvious role. This experiment was then modeled

using Flow 3-D to determine if the code accurately described the physics of the

phase change and convection processes. Flow 3-D was then utilized to model

small geometries where experiments were not possible. These small-geometry

results were then compared to the conduction model to find the critical

geometric limit.
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Thus, the logic to the project approach was:

If the physics of the phase change can be accurately modeled by Flow

3-D in all regimes, and

If Flow 3-D and the conduction model give the same results for phase

change in small passageways,

Then, for phase change in small passageways the real physics can be

modeled as conduction.
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL

The experimental model was designed to study the propagation of a one-

dimensional solidification front through the material. The model consisted of ink

contained in a square chamber and is shown schematically in Figure 2. The

chamber was 3.0 in. wide, 3.0 in. long, and 1.0 in. high. It was made from

Ultem plastic with 0.25 in. walls. All four side walls of the model were insulated

with high density foam insulation 0.5 in. thick. The top boundary was insulated

by the Ultem plastic wall alone. The lower boundary was held at constant

temperature. It was made from an aluminum block 5.25 in. wide, 5.25 in. long,

and 1.0 in. high. The block contained three 4.0 in. long by 0.375 in. diameter

cartridge heaters. The heaters were powered by a variable AC power controller

which maintained the block at constant temperature.

Ultem Plastic Data Logger

Insulation Thermocouple Locations

Heater
Control

YAWAI ZAINIZZZIZZAMIE IIIKLIZANKOZIAITO AV AV

AltAt,

Kta
O

eIC
DI

Constant Temperature
Boundary

Figure 2: Experimental Model Schematic
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The temperature was measured using a Fluke Hydra Data Logger, Model

2625A. Ten type T thermocouples were positioned at 0.1 in. intervals in the

vertical direction and centered in the test section with respect to the other two

dimensions. They were positioned along horizontal strands of steel wire in

order to fix their locations, without influencing heat transfer in the vertical

direction. Temperature was measured every 30 seconds for the entire melt

time. Each run was continued until the ink within the chamber had been

completely melted.
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THREE DIMENSIONAL MODELS

Flow 3-D Model of the Experimental Model

The computer code that was utilized for the three dimensional modeling

was Flow 3-D by Flow Science Inc, Los Alamos, New Mexico. Flow 3-D is a

general purpose computer code capable of modeling a large variety of fluid flow

phenomena. User input determines the modeling assumptions used to

represent a given physical situation. In its most general form Flow 3-D uses a

finite difference (or finite volume) technique to solve the equations of mass,

momentum, and energy conservation.

For the numerical representation of the experimental model a set of

input parameters and boundary conditions were applied. These parameters

describe the physics of the problem and are listed in Appendix A. The material

properties, in the prescribed units for Flow 3-D, are shown in Table 1.

The boundary conditions used for the Flow 3-D representation of the

experimental model were chosen to simplify the computation as much as

possible. Because of the symmetry involved in the problem only one quarter of

the entire model needed to be solved. The boundary conditions that can be

employed by Flow 3-D include insulated solid boundaries, symmetry

boundaries, and solid constant temperature boundaries. Other possibilities can

be modeled but these were the ones used in this work. An insulated boundary

employs a no slip boundary condition on the momentum equation and a zero
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heat flux boundary condition on the energy equation. The symmetry boundary

condition is one in which the heat flux across the boundary is zero but the no

slip condition is not included. The constant temperature boundary does make

use of the no slip condition.

Table 1: Material Properties

Property Value Units

Density 0.87 gr/cm3

Viscosity 0.15 poise

Thermal Expansion Coefficient 6.4 x 10-4 C-1

Solid Specific Heat 2.0 x 107 cm2/s2/C

Liquid Specific Heat 2.1 x 107 cm2/s2/C

Latent Heat of Fusion 9.283 x 108 cm2/s2

Thermal Conductivity 1.5 x 104 gr-cm/s3/C

Solidus Temperature 81 C

Liquidus Temperature 99 C
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For the experimental representation the boundaries were as follows:

Left- Symmetry

Right- Insulated

Front- Symmetry

Back- Insulated

Top- Insulated

Bottom- Constant Temperature 140 C

The geometry of the representation is shown in Figure 3.

Symmetry

Insulated

11111111111111111111
11=1111111111111=11111=111
1111111111111111111111111111111MIM
111111111111111111111111111111111
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111
11111111111111111111111111111111111
11111111111111111111111111111111
1111111111111111111111111111111111111
1111111111111M111111111111111111111

10

T = 140 C
1.5

Insulated

Figure 3: Flow 3-D Boundary Conditions
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Flow 3-D Model of the Small Passageways

Much of the information used to model the small passageways was the

same as that used for the experimental representation. The material properties

were the same as shown in Table 1. Since it was desired to compare the Flow

3-D model with a 1-D conduction model for small passageways the boundary

conditions were modified as follows:

Left- Symmetry

Right- Symmetry

Front- Symmetry

Back- Symmetry

Top- Constant Temperature 150 C

Bottom- Constant Temperature 150 C

The symmetry condition was selected instead of the insulated condition in order

to eliminate both heat transfer and fluid dynamic effects in all but one

dimension. A drawing of the geometry and complete listings of the input

parameters for the small passageway models are given in Appendix B.
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ONE DIMENSIONAL MODEL

The physics of the phase change in a small passageway are described

by the energy equation.

where:

_a_iefL ., .17.(pe.v) + V(KVT) + dr + 0
at

ii-P-21- accumulation
at

-V. ( p eir.) = convection

V.(KVT) = conduction

4 = internal source

41) = viscous work

(1)

(2)

The equation was simplified to one dimension with negligible convection and

viscous work terms. There were, additionally, no internal source terms to

include and thus the equation simplified to:

a(pe) a KaT
at az az

(3)

This equation applies to the case of phase change in a small passageway; the

properties are still variable. Since the density and thermal conductivity are

functions of temperature during the phase change, they can not be removed

from their respective differentials. Using a half grid spacing and finite difference



approximation the right hand side was analyzed. The first partial in space

gives:

k ( aT) i-k. itT)
a aT i+7 i+7 /-7
azk az Az

19

(4)

Writing the partial derivatives of temperature with respect to time in central finite

difference form for each half grid gives:

(aT, -T.1+111+1- T
az 7 Az

,aT)- j_1az 7 Az

Substituting (5) and (6) into (4):

( T-Ti+a i411) .
a aT k ( T-T1-1 )

az k az A z2

(5)

(6)

(7)

The left hand side of equation (3) was analyzed by evaluating the change in the

energy term as a function of time using a forward difference method. This led

to equation (8), which along with equation (7), was substituted into (3) to give a

finite difference numerical equation for the governing equation.

a(pe) (pe)1/4-1-(pe)1
at At

(Pe)11+1=t [k ( Tit Tin) -kin z (Ti + (pc) 11

(8)

(9)
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The solution used for equation (9) was explicit in time. At each time n all

components of the equation were known and therefore the term pe at the next

time was solved. Once this energy level was found it was necessary to

evaluate the temperature, thermal conductivity, and density at each spatial

location in order to make the next time-level calculation.

Although the properties were variable with temperature, the variations

were specified for the numerical method. The density variation as a function of

temperature is shown in Figure 4. The solid ink density was measured as

960

940 -

`-'3-')

E 920 -

c 900 -
0

880 -

860

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160
Temperature (C)

Figure 4: Temperature vs. Ink Density
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870 kg/m3, and the liquid ink density was 955 kg/m3. Experimental data were

not available to describe the density change as the ink went through the phase

change. Therefore, for the purposes of the numerical model, the density was

assumed to vary linearly between the solid and liquid phases.

The thermal conductivity of the ink is shown in Figure 5. It was also

assumed to vary linearly through the phase change, since no experimental data

were available. The solid ink has a thermal conductivity of 0.205 W/m-K and

the liquid ink has a thermal conductivity of 0.150 W/m-K.

0.21

0.2 -

0.19 -

0.16 -

0.15 -

0.14 1

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160
Temperature (C)

Figure 5: Temperature vs. Ink Thermal Conductivity



For both density and thermal conductivity, once the temperature at a

location is known the material property can be evaluated based on the linear

functions shown. To evaluate the thermal conductivity used in equation (9),

which is based on half grid spacing, an average is used:

./ci__i +kik 2

k +kki+i- i+1
2 2

22

(10)

Equation (9) shows that the quantity that is solved for during each time

step calculation is pe. However, the quantity that is needed for the next time

step is temperature. Once pe is known temperature can be found based on the

relationship:

e=C T (12)

The specific heat is also a function of temperature as shown in Figure 6.

Although the variation was experimentally known, an approximation was used

matching the area under the data curve to a step function representation which

gives the same energy input for a given temperature rise. For the solid and

liquid inks the specific heats were 2000 and 2100 J/kg-K respectively. The

phase change region had a specific heat of 5157 J/kg-K.
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1

-25 0 25 50 75 100 125 150
Temperature (C)

Approximation -.-- Experimental

Figure 6: Temperature vs. Ink Specific Heat

Because the density and specific heat are constants for the solid and liquid

phases, the temperature in these regimes is directly proportional to the energy

level.

T- f
p cp

( 1 3 )
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In the phase change regime the specific heat is still a constant value but the

density is a linear function of T.

e=e (T) =CpT (14)

p=p (T) (15)

Thus:

pe= f (T2) (16)

Therefore temperature can be found from the root of equation (16) for each

value of pe.

For the 1-dimensional model one boundary was considered to be at

constant temperature and the other boundary was one of zero flux. In the real

print-head channels, both boundaries are at constant temperature and of equal

magnitude. Therefore the no-flux boundary was used to take advantage of the

symmetry of the problem and reduce computation time. The initial condition

was one of uniform temperature throughout the material.

The program logic is straightforward; a flow chart and program listing are

given in Appendix C. Boundary and initial conditions were required to begin the

calculation. The time step was calculated from the expression:

A t=0 .1 Az2
a

(17)
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CC _ kolid
P solid CPlid
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(18)

For each time step, at each location, the half-grid thermal conductivities were

calculated and the next energy term was calculated. Once all the energy levels

were known the program solved for the corresponding density, thermal

conductivity, and temperature at each location. This was followed by the next

time step calculation.
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RESULTS

The experimental results demonstrated that convection was significantly

present during the phase change, for the geometry used. Since this geometry

was much larger than that of a print-head, it was expected that convection

would be present. When these results were compared to the Flow 3-D model

they indicated a good qualitative correlation as shown in Figure 7.

500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500
Time (sec)

Figure 7: Time vs. Temperature,
Flow 3-D and Experimental Data
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Both the Flow 3-D results and experimental data display similar trends in

their time-temperature behavior. As the solid was heated the temperature

increased along a smooth curve. At 81 degrees C, both data sets show a

change in slope of the curve. This is an indication of the beginning of the

phase change. A second break occurs at 99 degrees C in the Flow 3-D data.

This break corresponds to the end of the phase change when the material

reaches the liquid state. In the experiment this occurred at approximately 95

degrees C. After the phase change was complete the fluid temperature

continued rising to a temperature of approximately 120 degrees. The

convective mixing of the fluid then continued to maintain the temperature of the

bulk material at this level as shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9. The Flow 3-D

model then indicated that, after all the material had progressed through the

phase change, the temperature of the bulk fluid began to rise. This implied that

Flow 3-D was modeling the physics of the phase change properly, including

convective effects.

The results of the Flow 3-D modeling of small passageways showed that,

for geometries where the walls of the channel were less than 0.5 cm apart,

convection was not present. This is shown in Figures 10-15. For these small

geometries there is no significant velocity in the fluid and the temperature

profile in the fluid is a stratified, symmetric profile. The velocity vectors shown

on the Flow 3-D results have units of cm/sec and the magnitude of these

velocities was negligible. When the channel size is 0.5 cm or greater the
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process still starts as conduction, as shown in Figure 16, but convection later

becomes significant as shown by the non-stratified temperature profile and

velocity vectors of Figure 17.

The temperature variation with time, determined by Flow 3-D, compared

closely with the results of the conduction model for channels smaller than

0.5 cm as shown in Figures 18-20. Figure 21 shows that for a channel size of

0.5 cm the Flow 3-D results deviate from the conduction model as the material

becomes liquid. Thus, the phase change process can be modeled as a

conduction phenomenon for small passageways, i.e. those less than 0.5-cm

wide.
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Figure 11: Flow 3-D Results, Channel Size 0.1 cm,
Time 2 Seconds
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Figure 12: Flow 3-D Results, Channel Size 0.2 cm,
Time 5 Seconds
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Figure 13: Flow 3-D Results, Channel Size 0.2 cm,
Time 9 Seconds
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Figure 14: Flow 3-D Results, Channel Size 0.3 cm,
Time 10 Seconds
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Figure 15: Flow 3-D Results, Channel Size 0.3 cm,
Time 20 Seconds
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Figure 16: Flow 3-D Results, Channel Size 0.5 cm,
Time 30 Seconds
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Figure 17: Flow 3-D Results, Channel Size 0.5 cm,
Time 60 Seconds
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The conduction model results indicate several things about the properties

of the material. Since density, specific heat, and thermal conductivity are all

functions of temperature it is important to understand which properties are

important to the phase change. The most important was the changing specific

heat which defines the shape of the temperature vs. time curve. This shape

was essential for describing the motion of the solidification front through the

material. The variable density and variable conductivity were also important

properties as shown in Figure 22. Since bubble formation is directly related to
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Figure 22: Time vs. Temperature,
Channel Size 0.2 cm with Property Variations
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material shrinkage the density change must be included in the model. The

changing density causes a change in the shape of the temperature profile at

higher temperatures. It causes the temperature to rise an average of 2.2

percent faster and the effect on bubble formation is critical. The variable

thermal conductivity causes the material to rise in temperature faster in the

solid regime, about 7.8%, but does not affect the liquid to a great extent.
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CONCLUSIONS

The overall goal of the project was to develop information about the

phase change process experienced by ink in print-head geometries. A better

understanding of this process will allow improved designs of print-head

geometries. It was also desired to develop a numerical model that simplified

the phase change process and could be used as a design tool. This model

was developed to be much easier to use then most commercially available

computational modeling packages, allowing many designers to use it without

special training. Perhaps the most important knowledge is whether a given

geometry is in the conduction or convection regime. For channel sizes less

than 0.5 cm the geometry is in the conduction regime. If conduction is

dominant then the thermal profiles can be better controlled during the melting

and solidification of the ink. A desired solidification front can be established in

the material and its position controlled. If the front can be controlled then it

would be possible to cast the material while it is in the print-head. As the

material in one location solidified the shrinkage effects would draw in liquid from

other regions to fill the void. This may allow the solid phase to be formed

without any internal voids or with voids that are in controlled locations. If there

are no internal voids in the material, then upon melting there should be no (or

few) trapped bubbles that will need to be purged.
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Appendix A
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Experimental model heat transfer (15x15x10 mesh)
$xput
remark = 'this is a simplified model of the experiment',
remark = 'simulation control parameters',

twfin= 3000.0, remark='simulation duration',
delt= 5.0, remark='simulation starting time step',
dum1=1.0, remark='convergence ctiteria for velocity/pressure

imp=1, remark='implicit pressure-velocity',
impvis =l, remark='implicit viscous stress',
iadix=1, remark='adi in x-direction',
iadiy =l, remark='adi in y-direction',
iadiz =l, remark='adi in z-direction',
avrck=-2.0, remark='limit large aspect ratios',

remark=' bouyant flow parameters ',
ifrho =l, remark=' local density evaluation ',
ipdis =l, remark=' initial pressure distribution '

iwsh=1, remark='wall shear stress',
gz=-981.0, remark=' gravity (cm/s^2)',

remark = 'thermal control parameters',
ifenrg=2, remark = 'solve transport equation for energy',
ihtc =l, remark = 'evaluate heat transfer',

remark = 'i/o control parameters',
pltdt= 500, remark='plotted output interval',
icolor =l, remark='color plots',
prtdt=10e3, remark='printed output interval',

remark = 'set fluid properties (cgs units)',
rhof=0.87, remark='fluid density',
mui=0.15, remark='fluid viscosity',

remark = 'boundary conditions',
wl=1, remark = 'symetry',
wr=2, remark = 'solid wall',
wf=1, remark = 'symetry',
wbk=2, remark = 'solid wall',
wb=2, remark = 'solid wall',
wt=2, remark = 'solid wall',

remark = 'thermal properties',
thexf1=6.4e-4, remark = 'coeff. of thermal expan. (1/deg)',
cv1=2.0e7, remark = 'specific heat of fluid (cm^2/s^2)',
cvsl= 2.le7, remark = 'specific heat of solid (cm^2/s^2)',
clht1=9.283e8, remark = 'latent heat of fusion (cm^2/s^2)',
thc1.1.5e4, remark = 'thermal conductivity of fluid

(g*cm/s^3)',
tstar=25.0, remark = 'reference temp for density evaluation',
ts1=81, remark = 'solidus temp',
t11=99, remark = 'liquidus temp',

remark = 'thermal boundary conditions',
rwall(1)=0.0, remark = 'no heat transfer ',

rwall(2)=0.0, remark = 'no heat transfer ',

rwall(3)=0.0, remark = 'no heat transfer ',

rwall(4)=0.0, remark = 'no heat transfer ',

rwall(6)=0.0, remark = 'no heat transfer ',

hwalll(5) =0.0, remark = 'heat transfer coefficient
(erg/(sec*cm^2*deg))',

tbct(1,5)=140.0, remark = 'fixed temperature',
remark = 'time history of boundary conditions',

timbct(1)= 0.0e-06,
$end
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$mesh
remark='x-direction cells',

nxcelt=15,
px(1)= 0.000,
px(2)= 3.81,

remark='y-direction cells',
nycelt=15,
py(2)=3.81,

remark='z-direction cells',
nzcelt=10,
pz(1)=0.0,
pz(2)=2.54,

Send
Sobs
Send
$fl
Send
$bf
Send
Stemp

tempi=25.0, remark = 'initial temperature of fluid'
Send
$grafic
remark='velocity vector-temperature contour plots'

nvplts=2,
remark='plot 1: x-z plane ',

contpv(1)='tn',
yv1(1)=0.0,yv2(1)=0.0,

remark='plot 2: y-z plane ',
contpv(2)='tn',
xvl(2)= 0.0,xv2(2) =0.0,

remark='history plots',
xloc(1)= 0.10, yloc(1)=0.10, zloc(l)= 1.27,

Send
$parts
$end



Experimental model heat transfer (15x15x10 mesh)
$xput
remark = this is a simplified model of the experiment',
remark = 'simulation control parameters',

remark='simulation duration',
remark='restart time',
remark='simulation starting time step',

dum1=1.0, remark='convergence ctiteria for velocity/pressure

twfin= 3000.0,
trest= 2000.0,
delt= 5.0,
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imp=1, remark='implicit pressure-velocity',
impvis =l, remark='implicit viscous stress',
iadix =l, remark='adi in x-direction',
iadiy =l, remark ='adi in y-direction',
iadiz =l, remark ='adi in z-direction',
avrck=-2.0, remark='limit large aspect ratios',

remark=' bouyant flow parameters ',
ifrho =l, remark=' local density evaluation ',
ipdis =l, remark=' initial pressure distribution ',
iwsh =l, remark='wall shear stress',
gz=-981.0, remark=' gravity (cm /s ^2)',

remark = 'thermal control parameters',
ifenrg=2, remark = 'solve transport equation for energy',
ihtc =l, remark = 'evaluate heat transfer',

remark = 'i/o control parameters',
pltdt= 250, remark='plotted output interval',
icolor=1, remark='color plots',
prtdt=10e3, remark='printed output interval',

remark = 'set fluid properties (cgs units)',
rhof=0.87, remark='fluid density',
mui=0.15, remark='fluid viscosity',

remark = 'boundary conditions',
w1=1, remark = 'symetry',
wr=2, remark = 'solid wall',
wf=1, remark = 'symetry',
wbk=2, remark = 'solid wall',
wb=2, remark = 'solid wall',
wt=2, remark = 'solid wall',

remark = 'thermal properties',
thexf1=6.4e-4, remark = 'coeff. of thermal expan. (1 /deg)',

cv1=2.0e7, remark = 'specific heat of fluid (cm^2/s^2)',
cvsl= 2.le7, remark = 'specific heat of solid (cm^2/s^2)',
clht1.9.283e8, remark = 'latent heat of fusion (cm^2/s'2)',
thc1=1.5e4, remark = 'thermal conductivity of fluid

(g*cm/s^3)',
tstar=25.0, remark = 'reference temp for density evaluation',
ts1=81, remark = 'solidus temp',
t11=99, remark = 'liquidus temp',

remark = 'thermal boundary conditions',
rwall(1)=0.0, remark = 'no heat transfer ',
rwall(2)=0.0, remark = 'no heat transfer ',
rwall(3)=0.0, remark = 'no heat transfer ',
rwall(4)=0.0, remark = 'no heat transfer ',
rwall(6)=0.0, remark = 'no heat transfer ',
hwalll(5) =0.0, remark = 'heat transfer coefficient

(erg/(sec*cm^2*deg))',
tbct(1,5)=140.0, remark = 'fixed temperature',

remark = 'time history of boundary conditions',
timbct(l)= 0.0e-06,

Send
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$mesh
remark='x-direction cells',

nxcelt=15,
px(1)= 0.000,
px(2)= 3.81,

remark='y-direction cells',
nycelt=15,
py(2)=3.81,

remark='z-direction cells',
nzcelt=10,
pz(1)=0.0,
pz(2)=2.54,

$end
Sobs
$end
$fl
;end
$bf
Send
Stemp

tempi=25.0, remark = 'initial temperature of fluid'
rend
$grafic
remark='velocity vector-temperature contour plots'
nvplts=2,
remark='plot 1: x-z plane ',

contpv(1)='tn',
yv1(1)=0.0,yv2(1)=0.0,

remark='plot 2: y-z plane '

contpv(2)='tn',
xv1(2)=0.0,xv2(2)=0.0,

remark='history plots',
xloc(1)= 0.10, yloc(1)=0.10, zloc(1)= 1.27,

Send
$parts
$end
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Appendix B
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Small passageway with phase change, Channel size 0.1 cm (5x11x11 mesh)
$xput
remark = 'simulation control parameters',
twfin= 3.0, remark = 'simulation duration',
delt= 0.03, remark= 'simulation duration',
dum1=1.0, remark='convergence ctiteria for velocity/pressure

imp=1, remark='implicit pressure-velocity',
impvis =l, remark='implicit viscous stress',
iadix =l, remark='adi in x-direction',
iadiy =l, remark='adi in y-direction',
iadiz =l, remark='adi in z-direction',
avrck=-2.0, remark='limit large aspect ratios',

remark=' bouyant flow parameters ',
ifrho =l, remark=' local density evaluation ',
ipdis =l, remark=' initial pressure distribution '

iwsh=1, remark='wall shear stress',
gz=-981.0, remark=' gravity (cm/s^2)',

remark = 'thermal control parameters',
ifenrg=2, remark = 'solve transport equation for energy',
ihtc =l, remark = 'evaluate heat transfer',

remark = 'i/o control parameters',
pltdt= 1, remark='plotted output interval',
icolor =l, remark='color plots',
prtdt=10e3, remark='printed output interval',

remark = 'set fluid properties (cgs units)',
rhof=0.87, remark='fluid density',
mui=0.15, remark='fluid viscosity',

remark = 'boundary conditions',
w1=1, remark = 'symetry',
wr=1, remark = 'symetry',
wf=1, remark = 'symetry',
wbk=1, remark = 'symetry',
wb=2, remark = 'solid wall',
wt=2, remark = 'solid wall',

remark = 'thermal properties',
thexf1=6.4e-4, remark . 'coeff. of thermal expan. (1/deg).,
cvs1=2.1e7, remark = 'specific heat of solid (cm^2/s^2)',
cv1=2.0e7, remark . 'specific heat of fluid (cm^2/s^2)',
clht1=9.283e8, remark = 'latent heat of fusion (cm^2/s^2)',
thci=1.5e4, remark = 'thermal conductivity of fluid

(g*cm/s^3)',
tstar=100.0, remark = 'reference temp for density evaluation',
ts1=81, remark = 'solidus temp',
t11=99, remark = 'liquidus temp',

remark = 'thermal boundary conditions',
rwall(1)=0.0, remark = 'no heat transfer ',
rwall(2)=0.0, remark = 'no heat transfer ',
rwall(3)=0.0, remark = 'no heat transfer ',
rwall(4)=0.0, remark = 'no heat transfer ',
hwalll(5) =0.0, remark = 'heat transfer coefficient

(erg/(sec*cm^2*deg))',
hwalll(6) =0.0, remark 'heat transfer coefficient

(erg/(sec*cm^2*deg))',
tbct(1,5)=150.0, remark = 'fixed temperature',
tbct(1,6)=150.0, remark = 'fixed temperature',

remark = 'time history of boundary conditions',
timbct(1)= 0.0e-06,

$end
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$mesh
remark=.x-direction cells',

nxcelt=5,
px(1)= 0.000,
px(2)= .1,

remark='y-direction cells',
nycelt =ll,
py(1)=0.0,
py(2)=0.1,

remark='z-direction cells',
nzcelt=11,
pz(1)=0.0,
pz(2)=0.1,

$end
$obs
$end
$fl
Send
$bf
$end
Stemp

tempi=25.0, remark = 'initial temperature of fluid'
$end
$grafic
remark='velocity vector-temperature contour plots'

nvplts=2,
remark='plot 1: x-z plane ',

contpv(1)='tn',
yv1(1)=0.05,yv2(1)=0.05,

remark='plot 2: y-z plane ',
contpv(2)='tn',
xv1(2)=.05,xv2(2)=0.05,

remark='history plots'
iloc(1)=4, jloc(1)=7, kloc(1)= 4,
iloc(2)=4, jloc(2)=7, kloc(2)= 7,
iloc(3) =4, jloc(3)=7, kloc(3)= 10,

$end
Sparts
Send
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Small passageway with phase change, Channel size 0.2 cm (5xlix11 mesh)

$xput
remark = 'simulation control parameters',

twfin= 10.0, remark='simulation duration',
delt= 0.1, remark='simulation duration',
dum1=1.0, remark = 'convergence ctiteria for velocity/pressure

imp=1, remark='implicit pressure-velocity',
impvis =l, remark='implicit viscous stress',
iadix=1, remark='adi in x-direction',
iadiy =l, remark='adi in y-direction',
iadiz =l, remark='adi in z-direction',
avrck=-2.0, remark='limit large aspect ratios',

remark=' bouyant flow parameters ',
ifrho=1, remark=' local density evaluation ',
ipdis =l, remark=' initial pressure distribution ',
iwsh =l, remark='wall shear stress',
gz=-981.0, remark=' gravity (cm/s^2)',

remark = 'thermal control parameters',
ifenrg=2, remark = 'solve transport equation for energy',
ihtc=1, remark = 'evaluate heat transfer',

remark = 'i/o control parameters',
pltdt= 1, remark='plotted output interval',
icolor=1, remark='color plots',
prtdt=10e3, remark='printed output interval',

remark = 'set fluid properties (cgs units)',
rhof=0.87, remark='fluid density',
mui=0.15, remark='fluid viscosity',

remark = 'boundary conditions',
w1=1, remark = 'symetry',
wr=1, remark = 'symetry',
wf=1, remark = 'symetry',
wbk=1, remark = 'symetry',
wb=2, remark = 'solid wall',
wt=2, remark = 'solid wall',

remark = 'thermal properties',
thexf1=6.4e-4, remark = 'coeff. of thermal expan. (1/deg)',
cvsl= 2.le7, remark = 'specific heat of solid (cm^2/s^2)',
cv1=2.0e7, remark = 'specific heat of fluid (cm^2/s^2)',
clht1=9.283e8, remark = 'latent heat of fusion (cm^2/s^2)',
thc1=1.5e4, remark = 'thermal conductivity of fluid

(g*cm/s^3)',
tstar=100.0, remark = 'reference temp for density evaluation',
ts1=81, remark = 'solidus temp',
t11=99, remark = 'liquidus temp',

remark = 'thermal boundary conditions',
rwall(1)=0.0, remark = 'no heat transfer ',
rwall(2)=0.0, remark = 'no heat transfer ',

rwall(3)=0.0, remark = 'no heat transfer ',

rwall(4)=0.0, remark = 'no heat transfer ',
hwalll(5) =0.0, remark = 'heat transfer coefficient

(erg/(sec*cm^2*deg)).,
hwalll(6) =0.0, remark = 'heat transfer coefficient

(erg/(sec*cm^2*deg))',
tbct(1,5)=150.0, remark = 'fixed temperature',
tbct(1,6)=150.0, remark = 'fixed temperature',

remark = 'time history of boundary conditions',
timbct(1)= 0.0e-06,

Send
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$mesh
remark='x-direction cells',

nxcelt=5,
px(1)= 0.000,
px(2)= .2,

remark='y-direction cells',
nycelt=11,
py(1)=0.0,
PY(2)=0.2,

remark='z-direction cells',
nzcelt =ll,
pz(1)=0.0,
pz(2)=0.2,

$end
Sobs
$end
$fl
$end
$bf
$end
$temp

tempi=25.0, remark = 'initial temperature of fluid'
Send
$grafic
remark='velocity vector-temperature contour plots'

nvplts=2,
remark='plot 1: x-z plane ',

contpv(1)='tn',
yv1(1)=0.1,yv2(1)=0.1,

remark='plot 2: y-z plane ',
contpv(2)='tn',
xvi(2)=.1,xv2(2)=0.1,

remark='history plots'
iloc(1)=4, jloc(1)=7, kloc(1)= 4,
iloc(2)=4, jloc(2)=7, kloc(2)= 7,
iloc(3)=4, jloc(3)=7, kloc(3)= 10,

$end
;parts
Send
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Small passageway with phase change, Channel size 0.3 cm (5xllxll mesh)
$xput
remark = 'simulation control parameters',

twfin= 20.0, remark='simulation duration',
delt= 0.1, remark='simulation duration',
dum1=1.0, remark='convergence ctiteria for velocity/pressure

imp=1, remark='implicit pressure-velocity',
impvis =l, remark='implicit viscous stress',
iadix =l, remark='adi in x-direction',
iadiy =l, remark='adi in y-direction',
iadiz =l, remark='adi in z-direction',
avrck=-2.0, remark='limit large aspect ratios',

remark=' bouyant flow parameters ',
ifrho =l, remark=' local density evaluation ',
ipdis=1, remark=' initial pressure distribution '

iwsh =l, remark='wall shear stress',
gz=-981.0, remark=' gravity (cm /s ^2)',

remark = 'thermal control parameters',
ifenrg=2, remark = 'solve transport equation for energy',
ihtc =l, remark = 'evaluate heat transfer',

remark = 'i/o control parameters',
pltdt= 5, remark='plotted output interval',
icolor =l, remark='color plots',
prtdt=10e3, remark='printed output interval',

remark = 'set fluid properties (cgs units)',
rhof=0.87, remark='fluid density',
mui=0.15, remark='fluid viscosity',

remark = 'boundary conditions',
w1=1, remark = 'symetry',
wr=1, remark = 'symetry',
wf=1, remark = 'symetry',
wbk=1, remark = 'symetry',
wb=2, remark = 'solid wall',
wt=2, remark = 'solid wall',

remark = 'thermal properties',
thexf1=6.4e-4, remark = 'coeff. of thermal expan. ('1 /deg)',

cvs1=2.1e7, remark = 'specific heat of solid (cm^2/s^2).,
cv1=2.0e7, remark = 'specific heat of fluid (cm^2/s^2)',
clht1=9.283e8, remark = 'latent heat of fusion (cm^2/s^2)',
thc1=1.5e4, remark = 'thermal conductivity of fluid

(g*cm/s^3)',
tstar=100.0, remark = 'reference temp for density evaluation',
ts1=81, remark = 'solidus temp',
t11=99, remark = 'liquidus temp',

remark = 'thermal boundary conditions',
rwall(1)=0.0, remark = 'no heat transfer ',
rwall(2)=0.0, remark = 'no heat transfer ',
rwall(3)=0.0, remark = 'no heat transfer ',

rwall(4)=0.0, remark = 'no heat transfer ',
hwalll(5) =0.0, remark = 'heat transfer coefficient

(erg/(sec*cm^2*deg))',
hwalll(6) =0.0, remark = 'heat transfer coefficient

(erg/(sec*cm^2*deg))',
tbct(1,5)=150.0, remark = 'fixed temperature',
tbct(1,6)=150.0, remark = 'fixed temperature',

remark = 'time history of boundary conditions',
timbct(1)= 0.0e-06,

$end
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;mesh
remark='x-direction cells',

nxcelt=5,
px(1)= 0.000,
px(2)= .3,

remark='y-direction cells',
nycelt =ll,
py(1)=0.0,
py(2)=0.3,

remark='z-direction cells',
nzcelt =ll,
pz(1)=0.0,
pz(2)=0.3,

Send
Sobs
Send
$fl
$end
$bf
Send
Stemp

tempi=25.0, remark = 'initial temperature of fluid'
Send
$grafic
remark='velocity vector-temperature contour plots'

nvplts=2,
remark='plot 1: x-z plane ',
contpv(1)='tn',
yv1(1)=0.15,yv2(1)=0.15,

remark='plot 2: y-z plane ',
contpv(2)='tn',
xvi(2)=.15,xv2(2)=0.15,

remark='history plots'
iloc(1)=4, jloc(1)=7, kloc(1)= 4,
iloc(2)=4, jloc(2)=7, kloc(2)= 7,
iloc(3)=4, jloc(3)=7, kloc(3)= 10,

Send
$parts
Send
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Small passageway with phase change, Channel size 0.5 cm (5xlix11 mesh)
$xput
remark = 'simulation control parameters',

twfin= 70.0, remark='simulation duration',
delt= 0.1, remark='simulation duration',
dum1=1.0, remark='convergence ctiteria for velocity/pressure

imp=1, remark='implicit pressure-velocity',
impvis =l, remark='implicit viscous stress',
iadix =l, remark='adi in x-direction',
iadiy =l, remark='adi in y-direction',
iadiz =l, remark='adi in z-direction',
avrck=-2.0, remark='limit large aspect ratios',

remark=' bouyant flow parameters ',
ifrho =l, remark=' local density evaluation ',
ipdis =l, remark=' initial pressure distribution '

iwsh =l, remark='wall shear stress',
gz=-981.0, remark=' gravity (cm/s^2)',

remark = 'thermal control parameters',
ifenrg=2, remark = 'solve transport equation for energy',
ihtc =l, remark = 'evaluate heat transfer',

remark = 'i/o control parameters',
pltdt= 10, remark='plotted output interval',
icolor =l, remark='color plots',
prtdt=10e3, remark='printed output interval',

remark = 'set fluid properties (cgs units)',
rhof=0.87, remark='fluid density',
mui=0.15, remark='fluid viscosity',

remark = 'boundary conditions',
w1=1, remark = 'symetry',
wr =1, remark = 'symetry',
wf=1, remark = 'symetry',
wbk=1, remark = 'symetry',
wb=2, remark = 'solid wall',
wt=2, remark = 'solid wall',

remark = 'thermal properties',
thexf1=6.4e-4, remark = 'coeff. of thermal expan. (1/deg)',
cvs1=2.1e7, remark = 'specific heat of solid (cm^2/s^2)',
cv1=2.0e7, remark = 'specific heat of fluid (cm^2/s^2)',
clht1=9.283e8, remark = 'latent heat of fusion (cm^2/s^2)',
thc1=1.5e4, remark = 'thermal conductivity of fluid

(g*cm/s^3)',
tstar=100.0, remark = 'reference temp for density evaluation',
ts1=81, remark = 'solidus temp',
tl1=99, remark = 'liquidus temp',

remark = 'thermal boundary conditions',
rwall(1)=0.0, remark = 'no heat transfer ',
rwall(2)=0.0, remark = 'no heat transfer ',
rwall(3)=0.0, remark = 'no heat transfer ',
rwall(4)=0.0, remark = 'no heat transfer ',
hwalll(5) =0.0, remark = 'heat transfer coefficient

(erg/(sec*cm^2*deg))',
hwalll(6) =0.0, remark = 'heat transfer coefficient

(erg/(sec*cm^2*deg))',
tbct(1,5)=150.0, remark = 'fixed temperature',
tbct(1,6)=150.0, remark = 'fixed temperature',

remark = 'time history of boundary conditions',
timbct(1)= 0.0e-06,

$end
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$mesh
remark='x-direction cells',
nxcelt=5,
px(1)= 0.000,
px(2)= .5,

remark='y-direction cells',
nycelt =ll,
py(1)=0.0,
py(2)=0.5,

remark='z-direction cells',
nzcelt=11,
pz(1)=0.0,
pz(2)=0.5,

Send
Sobs
$end
$fl
Send
$bf
Send
Sfemp

tempi=25.0, remark = 'initial temperature of fluid'
$end
Sgrafic
remark='velocity vector-temperature contour plots'
nvplts=2,
remark='plot 1: x-z plane ',

contpv(1)='tn',
yv1(1)=0.25,yv2(1)=0.25,

remark='plot 2: y-z plane ',
contpv(2)='tn',
xv1(2)=.25,xv2(2)=0.25,

remark='history plots'
iloc(1)=4, jloc(1)=7, kloc(1)= 4,
iloc(2)=4, jloc(2)=7, kloc(2)= 7,
iloc(3)=4, jloc(3)=7, kloc(3)= 10,

$end
$parts
$end
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Appendix C
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Figure 24: Program Flow Chart

IEnd I
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/* header file to set material properties */

#define condl 0.205 /* thermal conductivity */
/* W/m K */

#define cond2 0.150 /* thermal conductivity */
/* W/m K */

#define Cs 2000.0 /* specific heat */
/* J/kg K */

#define Cm 5157.0 /* specific heat */
/* J/kg K */

#define Cl 2100.0 /* specific heat */
/* J/kg K */

#define Tmeltl 81.0 /* temp for start of melting region */
/* degrees C */

#define Tmelt2 99.0 /* temp for end of melting region */
/* degrees C */

#define denl

#define dent

915.0 /* density */
/* kg/m^3 */

855.0 /* density */
/* kg/m^3 */



#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "matprop.h"

#define maxx 6

main H
{

void layout();
void energy();

double T[maxx];
double erho[maxx];
double K[maxx];
double rho[maxx];

int i;

}
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/* temp of node i at time t */
/* energy * density */
/* coef. of thermal conduction */
/* density */

layout(&erho, &T, &K, &rho);
energy(erho, T, K, rho);



#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "matprop.h"

#define maxx 6

void layout(erho,T,K,rho)

double T[maxx];
double erho[maxx];
double K[maxx];
double rho[maxx];

double level();
double conduct();
double density();

double e[maxx];
double t;
int i;
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/* temp of node i at time t */
/* energy * density */
/* coef. of thermal conduction */
/* density */

/* function to calculate energy */
/* function to calculate conductivity */

/* function to calculate density */

/* energy of i
/* time */
/* a counter */

/* setup system parameters */

*/

printf ("input the wall temperature (C)\n");
scanf ("%lf",&T[0]);

printf ("input the initial temperature of the material
(C)\n");

scanf ("%lf",&T[maxx-1]);

/* lay out temperature and property profile for t=0 */

for (i=1;i<=maxx-1;i++)
T[i] = T[maxx-1];

/* set properties for initial conditions */

for (i=0;i<=maxx-1;i++)
{

e[i] = level(T[i]);
rho[i] = density(T[i]);
erho[i] = e[i]*rho[i];
K[i] = conduct(T[i]);

}
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#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "matprop.h"

double level(Temp)

double Temp;

double e;

if (Temp<= Tmelt1)
e = Temp*Cs;

else if (Temp <= Tmelt2)
e = Tmeltl*Cs+Cm*(Temp-Tmelt1);

else
e = Tmeltl*Cs+Cm*(Tmelt2-Tmelt1)+C1*(Temp-Tmelt2);

return e;
}
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#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "matprop.h"

double density (Temp)

double Temp;
{

double rho;

if (Temp<= Tmelt1)

rho = denl;
}

else if (Temp <= Tmelt2)
{

rho = (den2-den1)/(Tmelt2-Tmelt1)*(Temp-Tmelt1) + den1;

}

else
{

rho = den2;
}

return rho;
}
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#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "matprop.h"

double conduct (Temp)

double Temp;

double K;

if (Temp<= Tmeltl)
K = condl;

else if (Temp <= Tmelt2)
K = (cond2-cond1)/(Tmelt2-Tmelt1)*(Temp-Tmelt1) + condl;

else
K = cond2;

return K;
}



#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "matprop.h"

#define maxx 6

void energy(erho, T, K, rho)

double erho[maxx];
double T[maxx];
double K[maxx];
double rho[maxx];
{

double tempcalc();
double conduct();

/* energy of i at t + dt */
/* temp of node i at time t */
/* coef. of thermal conduction */
/* density */
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double x[maxx]; /* position array for plot */
double erho_new[maxx]; /* energy of i at t */
double e[maxx]; /* energy of i at t + dt */
double Ke,Kw; /* coef. of thermal conduction */

double maxtime;
double t,dt,tp,dtp;
double L;
double dx;
double alpha;
double duml;

int i;

/* maximum time to run */
/* time variables */
/* length */
/* spatial increment */

/* max thermal diffusivity for stability */
/* a dummy variable */

FILE *fopen(),*fpout;

/* a counter */

/* set up output file */
fpout= fopen("temp.out","w");

/* setup system parameters */

printf ("input length (m)\n");
scanf ("%lf",&L);
printf ("input the maximum time (sec)\n");
scanf ("%lf",&maxtime);
dx= L/(maxx-2);
/* -1 for extra psuedonode, -1 for elements */
alpha= condl/(denl*Cs);
dt = 0.10*(dx*dx)/alpha; /* stability check */
dtp = maxtime/100; /* printing time step */
printf ("dt = %lf\n",dt);
printf ("If you would like to continue enter 1\n");
scanf ("%lf",&dum1);
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/* lay out spatial profile */
x[0] = 0.0;
fprintf(fpout,"time\t%.6f\t",x[0]);
for (1.1;i<=maxx-1;i++)

{

x[i] = x[i-1]+dx;
/* position array for plotting output */
fprintf(fpout,"%.6f\t", x[i]);
}

fprintf(fpout,"\n");

t = 0;
tp = 0; /* print time */
fprintf(fpout,"%.2f\t",tp);
for (i=0;i<=maxx-1;i++)

fprintf(fpout,"%.1f\t", T[i]);
fprintf(fpout,"\n");

/* step through time and calculate temp and property
profiles */

for (t=dt;t<=maxtime;t+=dt)
{

for (i=1;i<=maxx-2;i++)

/*

* /

{

i-1

Ke Kw

Ke designates K[i-1/2]
Kw designates K[i+1/2]

Ke = (K[i-1]+K[i])/2.0;
Kw = (K[i+1]+K[i])/2.0;

calculate the energy at node i for next dt */

}

erho_new[i] = dt/(dx*dx)*(-Ke*(T[i]-T[i-1])
+ Kw*(T[i+1]-T[i]))+erho[i];

/* handle insulated boundary condition */
erho_new[maxx-1] = erho_new[maxx-3];



/* calculate properties at new energy level */

for (i=1;i<=maxx-1;i++)

erho[i] = erho_new[i]; /* switch arrays */
/*calc the new temperature*/
T[i] = tempcalc(erho[i]);
/* calc the new conductivity */
K[i] = conduct(T[i]);
}

if (t>=tp+dtp)

fprintf(fpout,"%.2f\t",t);
for (i=0;i<=maxx-1;i++)

fprintf (fpout,"%.1f\t",T[i]);
fprintf(fpout,"\n");

tp=tp+dtp;

printf("%f\t%f\t%f\n",t,T[1],x[1]);
}

}
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#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "matprop.h"

double tempcalc(erho)

double erho; /* passed from energy function */

double Tnew; /* new temperature */
double Emeltl, Emelt2; /* energy at melting

temperature */
double A,B,D,a,b,c; /* parameters for quadratic

formula*/
int i; /* a counter */

Emeltl = Tmeltl*Cs*denl;
Emelt2 = (Tmeltl*Cs+Cm*(Tmelt2-Tmelt1))*den2;

if (erho<= Emelti)
Tnew = erho /(Cs *denl);

else if (erho<= Emelt2)
{

/* calculate parameters for quadratic equation */
A=(den2-den1)/(Tmelt2-Tmelt1);
B=-Tmelt1*A+den1;
D=Tmelt1*(Cs-Cm);
a=A*Cm;
b=A*D+B*Cm;
c=B*D-erho;
Tnew = (-b+sqrt(b*b-4*a*c))/(2*a);
}

else
Tnew = (erho-Emelt2)/(den2*C1)+Tmelt2;

return Tnew;
}
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